1st Grade Tasks (continued)

4. Find a potato chip brand that starts with a blend and write the name below.

Hutchens Elementary School
586 Clonts Road, Douglasville, GA 30134
Principal: Stefanie Bowen

All families of Hutchens Elementary students have been invited to attend!

5. Find your two favorite items and write the prices below. Circle the price
with the greater value.

1st
Grade

Welcome to Our Title I Family Night!

MATH AND READING
NIGHT AT INGLES
6. What are some connections (similarities or differences) between your two
favorite items?

Ingles - 1817 Dallas Nebo Rd, Douglasville, GA 30134
HERE’S HOW IT WORKS:

1) Sign in at the Café Title I Table for your grade level to receive your task packet.
2) Students and their family members walk to the aisle that pertains to the word problem
they are completing (an adult must accompany the child at all times).
3) Use the information in the problem to find products and prices (if necessary), then solve
the problem using math strategies the students are learning at school.
If help is needed for problem-solving, please ask a nearby teacher! We are excited to
assist!
4) Complete the problems for your grade level and bring the answer sheet back to the Café
table to be reviewed.

1.

1st Grade Tasks

1st Grade Tasks (continued)

Find the pasta aisle. Choose one brand of bowtie pasta. How many boxes
are there? If you bought the bowtie pasta boxes and 9 boxes of
spaghetti, how many boxes of pasta have you bought all together?

3. Find the potato chip aisle and the chips packaged in cylinders. Choose
a brand of chips and two different flavors. Count how many there are
of each flavor. Which flavor has the most?

Flavor 1: _____________

Flavor 2: _____________

How many more chip cylinders are there than the other flavor?
Graph your potato chip data below.

2. Mrs. Synowiec bought all the boxes of Fruity Pebbles Ingles had on
their shelf and 2 boxes of Cocoa Puffs. How many boxes of cereal did
she purchase?

